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		Dive into SQLAlchemy, the popular, open-source code library that helps Python programmers work with relational databases such as Oracle, MySQL, PostgresSQL, and SQLite. Using real-world examples, this practical guide shows you how to build a simple database application with SQLAlchemy, and how to connect to multiple databases simultaneously with the same metadata.

	
		SQL is a powerful language for querying and manipulating data, but it’s tough to integrate it with your application. SQLAlchemy helps you map Python objects to database tables without substantially changing your existing Python code. If you’re an intermediate Python developer with knowledge of basic SQL syntax and relational theory, this book serves as both a learning tool and a handy reference.

	
		Essential SQLAlchemy includes several sections:

		
			SQLAlchemy Core: Provide database services to your applications in a Pythonic way with the SQL Expression Language
	
			SQLAlchemy ORM: Use the object relational mapper to bind database schema and operations to data objects in your application
	
			Alembic: Use this lightweight database migration tool to handle changes to the database as your application evolves
	
			Cookbook: Learn how to use SQLAlchemy with web frameworks like Flask and libraries like SQLAcodegen
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Hardboiled Web DesignFive Simple Steps LLP, 2010

	Every web designer harbours tales of frustration, limitation and despair. Web design requires skills and knowledge beyond mere manipulation of form, shape, language, colour, message and meaning. What users don’t see behind those visuals is just as important as what they do see. We have to think about moving parts and engineering...
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HTML5 Programming for ASP.NET DevelopersApress, 2012

	HTML5 Programming for ASP.NET Developers teaches you to harness the power and flexibility of HTML5 in your ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVC applications. Focusing on the programmable features of HTML5 that will be most useful to you as an ASP.NET developer, this book will take you straight to the heart of what you can get out of...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4, Fascicle 2: Generating All Tuples and PermutationsAddison Wesley, 2005

	
		Finally, after a wait of more than thirty-five years, the first part of Volume 4 is at last ready for publication. Check out the boxed set that brings together Volumes 1 - 4A in one elegant case, and offers the purchaser a $50 discount off the price of buying the four volumes individually.
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Beginning Access 2007 VBAWrox Press, 2007
If you want to take your Access databases to a more robust level of functionality, then this is the book for you. It provides the tools and techniques you'll need in order to build more sophisticated solutions. You'll find plenty of source code and fully developed sample applications to guide you along the way. 

After walking through the...
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Grid Resource Management: Towards Virtual and Services Compliant Grid ComputingCRC Press, 2008
Grid technology offers the potential for providing secure access to remote services, thereby promoting scientific collaborations in an unprecedented scale. Grid Resource Management: Toward Virtual and Services Compliant Grid Computing presents a comprehensive account of the architectural issues of grid technology, such as security,...
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DevOps for Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		Overcome the challenges of implementing DevOps for web applications, familiarize yourself with diverse third-party modules, and learn how to integrate them with bespoke code to efficiently complete tasks
	
		Understand how to deploy web applications for a variety of Cloud platforms such as...
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